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Welcome! 
Thank you for your interest in becoming a Here to Stay in Wintergreen (HSW)  volunteer. This
Handbook aims to provide information about HSW, its volunteer opportunities, and the 
volunteer guidelines. 

HSW volunteers are the “backbone” of our mission which is to enable members, as they age, 
to continue living independently and safely in their own homes with meaningful connections to 
the community. Volunteers are our most valuable resource. By using their skills, they are able 
to make a difference in the lives of their neighbors by providing effective and quality services. 
They nurture and build community. The volunteer interaction provides opportunities to form 
new friendships and discover mutual interests.  

Doreen Stapleton, a Stoney Creek resident with years of experience in volunteer training and 
management, shares the “3 Rs” of volunteerism for our handbook. These “3 Rs” - Recruitment, 
Retention and Recognition - highlight ways for our leadership and our volunteers to succeed in 
supporting the Wintergreen community. 

Recruit: 

People respond well to being directly invited to join a volunteer organization. Ask a 
potential volunteer what they’re good at, what they’d like to do and whether they’d like  
to try something outside their comfort zone or stick with what they know. Be flexible in  
where new volunteers are placed. Prepare to move volunteers around until you find the 
right fit. 

Retain: 

1. Establish regular meetings with an agenda and with food. Welcome our new volunteers
by pairing them with a sponsor when that’s possible. At meetings, make it a point to
reach out to newcomers and introduce them to others.

2. Create a written job description for each volunteer position, updated by volunteers as
they rotate through.

3. Avoid volunteer fatigue. One way to do that is to put a time limit on most jobs,
preferably six months to a year. Serving for a defined length of time makes a new job
less daunting. Volunteers can choose whether to continue in their position for
subsequent terms with the joint agreement of the HSW leadership.

4. Ask current volunteers to identify possible replacements for their job. Knowing that they
won’t leave HSW in a lurch should the unexpected happen makes it easier to be wholly
present and positive. Kind of like making a will and testament!



Recognize: 

Every volunteer organization, large or small, can do something to honor members. 

Some ideas: 

● Highlight the contributions of our HSW heroes at meetings or in a newsletter.

● Ask a different volunteer at each meeting to take five minutes and share what
brought them to HSW, as well as what they’ve gained from their experience so
far.

● A group photo of the volunteer “corps”, circulated in local publications or posted
on the website, is a kind of recognition that members can share with friends and
family.

● A useful token of thanks, even a small one, tells the volunteer they are
appreciated.

And on that note, thanks to you all for donating your time and talent to Here To Stay
in Wintergreen!

Here is a partial list of some of the volunteer opportunities. You can accept or decline  
assignments depending on your personal schedules and commitments. Also covered are the  
rules and regulations aimed at protecting you as a volunteer and the client with whom you are  
assigned (paired). 

Here are some of the volunteer opportunity choices and the volunteer job descriptions: 

• Transportation (medical appointments, errands and more)

• Minor Home Maintenance

• Friendly Visits and Phone Calls

• Technology Assistance

• Educational and Social Programs



Job Descriptions for HSW Volunteers


Volunteer Drivers With Members: 

Volunteers who agree to drive members to medical appointments or other necessary 
destinations such as grocery stores, pharmacies etc. must provide proof of a current drivers 
license, liability insurance and undergo background check that includes a driving record. 


Recommended destinations perimeters are as far east of Charlottesville as Pantops, as far 
north of Charlottesville as the airport; westward perimeters towards Fishersville as far west as 
Augusta Health. Destinations that are farther away than this will be handled on a case by case 
basis.


Volunteers and members should discuss the details of the service. For example, if the 
appointment looks to be especially long it might be best to have two volunteers involved, one 
delivering and another picking up. The member must provide the driver with basic 
informations, such as, cell phone number, the clinic/doctor name and phone number and an 
emergency contact number.


Volunteer drivers are not allowed to carry individuals using a wheelchair. Members using 
walkers can request service but the volunteer must agree to help in such cases. Volunteers not 
comfortable assisting people using walkers should never agree to do so. If you do assist an 
individual with a walker, get specific directions on what help the member needs and the 
working of their walker (some are more complicated than others). Never give physical 
assistance to someone before asking!.


Extremely important, should an accident of any type occur immediately notify HSW. The 
volunteer driver is protected first by his/her personal insurance coverage, second by HSW 
liability coverage.


Volunteer Drivers without members in attendance: 

Volunteers only helping members with errands do not need a driving record check but do need 
a background check. Volunteers will connect directly with members for details of assignment. If 
money is involved, such as when picking up groceries or preordered restaurant foods, it is 
HSW’s recommendation that payment be handled by the member, such as, prepay with credit 
card.  


Friendly Visits: 

Volunteers participating in friendly visits do require a background check. HSW recommends 
that visits are scheduled between 10:00AM and 3:00PM, Monday through Friday and limited to 
two hours or less. However, should the volunteer and member agree on different times and 
durations that is their choice. 



Friendly Visits might include such things as social conversations, playing a game, reading to a 
member, helping with a small home project (sorting out a cupboard, etc.) taking a walk, giving 
a dog a short walk. These are merely suggestions, we anticipate volunteers and members will 
create other interesting ideas that will give social enjoyment to both.


Friendly Visits can also include respite for care givers. Families who are experiencing the need 
to be available 24/7 for a loved one requiring constant attention, can call on HSW volunteers to 
help provide them a short time away. Special attention to training and guidelines for volunteers 
providing this service is part of our mission.


Home Maintenance: 

Volunteers participating in home maintenance do require a background check. The volunteers 
will help with minor issues, such as, changing light bulbs, fire alarms watering plants, etc. and 
assist with minor repairs like fixing a leaking faucet. They are not to be expected to do major 
repairs, such as, replacing garage disposals, etc. Some volunteers may be more skilled than 
others and agree to help with more serious issues but that is to be decided between the 
volunteer and member. The cost of any material or parts that might be needed will be covered 
by the member. 


Technology: 

When available, volunteers will assist with minor technology issues. Things like programing TV 
remotes, light timers and small appliances, etc. Or helping to problem solve a computer or 
printer problem and possibility assisting with on-line shopping. HSW encourages members to 
ask for assistance in a wide range of categories, we will respond if the expertise is available.


Thoughtful Foods: 

Thoughtful Food volunteers do not need a background check. Volunteers only providing 
evening meals on a short term basis in case of emergencies or a stressful time will work with a 
coordinator to plan, prepare and deliver meals for a two week period only. Volunteers will be 
responsible for only one meal for each two week period. Should there be extenuating 
circumstances, these terms can possibly be altered should the volunteers agree.




• Attend orientation and training

• Decline any gifts or tips that may be offered

• Dress appropriately for the assignment

• Be prompt and reliable in reporting for assignment

• Notify the volunteer coordinator if unable to report for a scheduled assignment

• Notify the coordinator promptly of any issues, concerns, or problems associated with
a service

• Keep a record of time and mileage; turn in to coordinator monthly

• Protect confidential information

• Exercise good judgment

• Treat members and other volunteers with respect

The following are procedural guidelines. Some taken from other successful like-programs and 
some are dictated by insurance coverage which HSW purchases to cover both volunteers and  
members alike. 

Volunteer Background Checks 
Due to the nature of the work done by volunteers and recommendations of our insurance  
company, we do require a background check of all volunteers. It is performed by Choice  
Screening and all information is confidential. 

Volunteer Drivers 
Volunteers use their own automobile and auto insurance when driving members. In addition,  
HSW has an umbrella liability insurance policy in place to provide additional coverage in the 
event of an accident. A copy of the driver’s license and proof of liability insurance must be  
seen. A volunteer driver’s mileage is considered a tax-deductible contribution for tax 
purposes. Volunteers will maintain their own record of mileage for tax purposes and keep a  
volunteer record for the HSW office. 

Volunteer - First Policy 
HSW volunteers will be asked to accept services that coincide with their interests and  abilities, 
as well as the needs of the organization and its members. If a volunteer determines a  service 
he/she is asked to do requires the expertise of a preferred provider, he/she is  encouraged to 
share their opinion with the member and direct the member to HSW’s  Preferred Providers list. 
Volunteers are discouraged from doing any task that they lack  confidence doing. 

General Expectations 
Volunteers should adhere to the rules and policies of HSW Volunteer Guidelines which are: 



Working Safely with Our Members 

Personal care 
Volunteers may come into close personal contact with HSW members as they provide 
transportation or help in the home with minor home maintenance, friendly visits or technical 
expertise. Volunteers should avoid performing personal services that require close personal 
contact. Refrain from offering advice about a member’s health or safety. 

Assistance in and out of cars 
Ask the member if assistance is needed walking to and from house to car and vice versa or 
help with carrying packages. Be alert to treacherous footing conditions. Follow safe practices 
when helping members into the car. Have the member stand with back to the seat, hold onto a 
grab bar rather than the door, and swing legs around into the car. Make sure the member’s 
seat belt is fastened. 

Falls 
In the event a member should fall in the course of a volunteer service, the volunteer should call 
911 immediately. Under no circumstance should a volunteer attempt to lift a member on 
his/her own. The volunteer should contact the coordinator and advise them of the situation. 

Visual impairment 
Ask how you can assist. Make your presence known and identify yourself. Let the member set 
the pace and offer your arm for guidance. When walking, describe the terrain and call attention 
to any hazards. 

Hearing impaired 
Face the member you are speaking to. Speak slowly and clearly. Allow member time to 
respond. If you have not been understood, try using different words. If possible, reduce 
distracting noises such as a radio or appliances. 

Dementia 
Dementia can affect communication and ability to complete tasks in the early stages. Feelings 
like love, happiness, frustration and a sense of respect remain in place for a longer time. 
Judgment and planning are affected, and inappropriate behavior may be seen at times. 



Communicating one’s needs and understanding what others are saying may be difficult. Often  
more time is needed to communicate. Avoid disputing something. Instead try to understand  
the underlying meaning. Sometimes gestures and nonverbal communication helps one to  
understand. Avoid asking questions; let the conversation be direct. Speak with a gentle voice  
in simple phrases. Most importantly, be patient and positive. 

Privacy and Confidentiality 
Volunteers are responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of all proprietary or privileged  
information to which they are exposed while serving as a volunteer, whether this information  
involves a HSW member or another volunteer. Such information should not be shared outside  
the organization during informal conversations with friends.  

When appropriate, HSW collects personal information directly from the person concerned or  
with the knowledge and consent of that person. HSW does not sell, rent, exchange, or share  
personal information for use by third parties in marketing or solicitations of any kind. 

Representation of the Organization 
Volunteers should not act on behalf of or make statements representing the official position of  
the organization, unless they have been authorized to do so by an officer of the Board of  
Directors. For example, volunteers should not make statements to the press, broadcast media,  
or other organizations without prior authorizations. No volunteer is authorized to sign any  
agreement involving contractual or financial obligations. 

Record-keeping 
Volunteers should record time, service and mileage on the Volunteer Report Form and turn it  
into the coordinator as appropriate. Accurate and up-to-date records are important to both  
HSW and the volunteer since they may be used as proof of tax deductions for gas and  mileage 
to and from an assignment. In addition, volunteer time is used when applying for foundation or 
other grant monies. 

Volunteer Recognition 
Volunteers will be recognized annually to highlight their contribution to the organization’s  
programs. Any volunteer may make recommendations for volunteer recommendation to the  
Board of Directors. Members of the Board who are also volunteers are not eligible to receive  
recognition for their volunteer services. 



Extended Absences and Resignation 
Volunteers may decide to stop volunteering at any time. Volunteers are asked to inform the  
HSW office if doing so and give as much notice as possible. To help the organization grow  
and learn for its experiences, volunteers may be asked to complete an evaluation before  
leaving the volunteer program. 

Termination 
HSW may dismiss a volunteer if he or she fails to fulfill the duties of the position and/or meet  
the basic standards of professionalism set by the organization and are judged essential to its  
performance. Grounds for dismissal may include, but are not limited to, the following:  
misconduct or insubordination, being under the influence of alcohol or drugs while on duty,  
reports of theft or misuse of the organization’s equipment or materials, verbal or physical  
abuse of members and breach of our privacy, confidentiality policies and procedures. 

Final Note 
Please contact us (contact information is listed on the cover page)  with questions or  
suggestions. We are very excited about working with you in the future. 
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